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Hand-rearing

Where possible, it is better that birds are kept with their parents. However,
there are some situations where birds do require hand raising by us:
incubated eggs, aggressive parents, looking for a bond with a pet, …
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Chapter 1: Hand-rearing birdsChapter 1: Hand-rearing birds

baby parrot of 2 weeks incubators for pet birds

Day one in case of incubation: many avian veterinarians recommend
feeding fluids or very dilute formula at this stage, gradually thickening
the consistency of the formula over a 3- or 4-day period depending on
the species. A commercial hand raising formula is best.

Hand raising bird from 2 or 3 weeks of age (parrot, cockatoo, macaw).
Not only does this mean that the parents are doing the hard work of
hourly and 2 hourly feeds in the start, but it also means that the chicks
have gained a lot of beneficial gut bacteria from the parents.

If the bird is too old, they can be quite wild and more difficult

When to start

to hand raise. 
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Sometimes we do not speak of hand rearing but of Supplementary

feeding in the nest. This can be necessary when the parents themselves

are not doing well or are not able to cope with a relatively large

number of youngsters in the nest. This extra feeding usually takes place

in the evening, so that small and fast-growing birds (canaries and

finches) can start the night with a well-fi l led crop.

Quantity of food

The amount of formula to feed is determined by the weight of the chick

and the species. As a general rule you would feed unti l  the crop is ful l

and often the volume is in the range of 10 – 15% of the bodyweight.

It is extremely important to be weighting your chicks daily,  before the first

morning feed. This is the only way to prove that your chick is growing at a

suitable rate.

Two littleTwo little

African Grey ParrotAfrican Grey Parrot

Weighting beforeWeighting before

morning feeding (empty crop)morning feeding (empty crop)



Overfeeding can result in crop-paralysis: the food stays to long

in the crop before digested in the stomach and immediately a

fermentation and overgrowth of harmful bacteria starts.

Wrong temperature of the food. When it is giving too hot it can

result in a crop burn and when the handfeeding formula is too cold,

we risk a paralysis of the crop musculature.

Sudden change to another handfeeding formula

Pediatric problems

Many disorders can be encountered during handfeeding:

can cause digestive problems.
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Full crop after feeding

Macaws with crop-paralysis

due to overfeeding need a cropbra

Prevention

We do not have to wait for the crop to be completely empty prior to

each feeding. It is acceptable for the crop to have a small amount of

food present from the previous feed as long as the crop empties once

in a 24-hour period, usually this is overnight. 

The use of probiotics, such as Bene-Bac Plus  during the whole hand

raising period wil l  prevent many problems.

• Start with de gel immediately and administer directly in the beak,

every morning during the first 2 weeks

• Continue later by mixing the powder in the handfeeding formula



1/ Travelling and moving

During travell ing birds are in another

environment and unintentionally submitted

to a stress situation. Although food and

drinking water is available, this situation

is new and wil l  have an impact on his

digestion and immune system. Many birds

wil l  not eat and drink enough during

transport.

Most birds are consuming 15% of their

body weight every day, just to have

enough food for the high metabolism and

to keep their body temperature stabile. As

with metabolic rates, birds tend to have

higher body temperatures than mammals.

In general,  body temperatures of birds

range from about 38 - 42 degrees C.
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Chapter 2: Stress situations and their impactChapter 2: Stress situations and their impact

In healthy birds, we find both beneficial and harmful bacteria in the

digestive system. However, the beneficial bacteria are very susceptible

and can suffer or be destroyed for al l  kinds of reasons. 

Transporting birds can be a stress factor
with an impact on the immune system



New ambient sounds

Different housing

Different l ight and l ight regime 

Adjusted diet

It might be a good idea to start offering probiotics before

travell ing and continue for at least 10 days afterwards.

Bene-Bac Plus ,  can deliver the required number of beneficial

bacteria (FOS and probiotics) in a completely safe way to protect this

stress factor.

2/ Exhibitions

Any changing of environmental condition is init ial ly a stress factor and

have an impact on the metabolism and the immune system

Exhibitions are often something we really look forward to and we send

our best birds in the show. Therefore it is important to offer the

maximum protection, both before departure and after returning home.

Bene-Bac Plus can be used for al l  species of birds: pigeons, aviary

birds, canaries & finches, parrots, birds of prey, …. It is used by bird

specialists from all  over the world for already 20 years and never

show any pathological side effects.
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https://pantex-coutteel.com/product/bene-bac-plus-powder/


Many diseases can cause birds to eat l itt le or not at al l .  As a result,

digestive disorders quickly appear.

Often, we need a treatment with medication.

After any antibiotic treatment Bene-Bac Plus ,  can deliver the

required number of beneficial bacteria (FOS and probiotics) in a

completely safe way to reinstal l  a new gut f lora.

3/ Support of diseases as an additional treatment.
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